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Physics motivation

                 崩壊とは？

•ループを含むダイアグラム：New Physicsに感度がある！
•CPの破れの大きさを決めるCKM行列の複素成分 η を１％程度の小さ
な理論的不定性で測定できる
➡ 標準理論とそれを超える物理への良いプローブ : Golden Mode
•非常に稀な崩壊 + 全てが中性の粒子：意欲的な実験！
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Figure 1.3: The unitarity triangle. (a) Representation of the triangle formed by the CKM
matrix element in the complex plane. (b) Rescaled triangle with vertices A,B and C at (ρ̄, η̄),
(1, 0) and (0, 0), respectively. In this context, ρ̄ = ρ(1− λ2/2) and η̄ = η(1− λ2/2). As will be
described in later, the branching ratio of the KL → π0νν̄ decay determines the height of the
unitarity triangle.

1.2.2 Current status of CKM parameters

As shown in Equation 1.25, A,λ and η determine the size of CP violation in the Standard Model.
They are also used in theoretical calculations to predict the branching ratio of KL → π0νν̄
decay, as will be discussed in the next section. Therefore, we briefly summarize the current
status of constraints on the CKM parameters, which are imposed from a combination of various
experiments.

The λ = |Vus| is determined by the decay rates of strange particles. The current average
value is reported to be |Vus| = 0.2200 ± 0.0026 [5]. The A can be determined with the λ and
the measurement of the |Vcb| as shown in Equation 1.20 and 1.23. The |Vcb| is obtained from
the semi-leptonic decays in B mesons to be |Vcb| = (41.3 ± 1.5) × 10−3 [5].

The constraints on (ρ̄, η̄) plane, where ρ̄ = ρ(1 − λ2/2) and η̄ = η(1 − λ2/2), respectively,
are imposed from several experimental measurements. A detailed description can be found in
ref. [5]. The |ε| and sin 2β are typical parameters in the K and B meson systems, respectively.

The |ε| is connected to (ρ̄, η̄) through the relation [10]:

ε = η̄A2BK

[
1.248(1 − ρ̄)A2

(
mt

170(GeV)

)1.52

+ 0.31

]
, (1.28)

where BK is the ratio of the true matrix element to that obtained using vacuum insertion, and
it is estimated to be 0.85 ± 0.15 [11].

The decay processes of b → cc̄s give, in the time-dependent CP violation, an important
parameter sin 2β, where β is an angle of the unitary triangle in the (ρ̄, η̄) plane as shown in
Fig. 1.3 (b). The present experimental results from BELLE and BaBar experiments determine
it to be [5]:

sin 2β = 0.736 ± 0.049 . (1.29)

All the constraints on the (ρ̄, η̄) nicely overlap in one region as shown in Fig. 1.4. The
measurement in the K meson system, |ε|, and the measurement in the B meson system, sin 2β,

CP violation

の大きさ

Re

Im

KL → π0νν̄ 崩壊ダイアグラム

d̄

s d
ν

ν̄

d̄
W−

t

Z0

2Br~2×10-11

•K0
L→π0νν

✦Direct CP violation process.
•A(K0

L→π0νν)∝η ⇒ Br(K0
L→π0νν)∝η2

✦Theoretical uncertainty : 1~2% 
✦Sensitive to new Physics through loop diagram.

•Challenging
✦Rare decay : Br(K0

L→π0νν) ~ 2.5x10-11 (S.M.)
✦All particles are neutral including invisible ν’s.
η

ρ

= amplitude of CP violation

beamline design
✦Design with 3 collimation lines for halo neutron suppression.
i)Define the beam size & profiles 

⇒The inner surface of the collimators shouldn’t be faced to the target.
ii)To avoid scattering at rear edge of 2nd collimator.
iii)Control γ absorber image from inner surface of 2nd collimator.

•Halo neutron is one of the most serious background sources in the  KOTO experiment.
•The neutral K0L beamline for KOTO is designed to suppress the halo neutron with               
3 collimation lines. ⇒ halo-n/K0L = 0.70±(0.05)x10-3

•Major halo source is neutron scatter at γ (Pb) absorber and upstream wall/inner surface at 
2nd collimator. ⇒ Suppress scattering at 2nd collimator with trimming lines.

•This neutral K0L beamline is being constructed at J-PARC now. (~ Autumn.ʼ09)

Conclusions

The design of neutral K0
L beamline 

for J-PARC E14 KOTO experiment.
Tetsushi Shimogawa at Saga university / Japan

for the J-PARC E14 KOTO collaboration*. (16 institutes, ~60 members)

T1 target

KL beamline

•2 stage long collimators are located at far from target.
•20m long beam-line.
✓To remove short lived particle. (hyperon, K0

S...)
•Magnets for sweeping out charged particles.
•Large amount of neutron, γ exit in neutral beam.
✓Pb absorber to reduce photon contamination.

30GeV
protons

Target
absorber

1st collimator 2nd collimator

magnet

20m

K0L, n, γγ

short lived
charged

•Extracted proton beam hits rotating common disk target. ⇒ Many upstream materials to use common target. 
•The extraction angle is 16° ⇒ Target image from experimental area is finite size.

<The schematic view of KL beamline>
©2009 Tom Haruyama

*J-PARC E14 KOTO collaboration : 
KEK-Kyoto-NDA-Osaka-Saga-Yamagata (Japan), Arizona State-Chicago-Michigan AnnArbor (USA), JINR(Russia), National Taiwan (Taiwan), and Pusan National-Seoul-ChonBuk National-Jeju National (Korea).

CsICsI

CC03 CC03

liner CV

CsICsI

liner CV

CC03 CC03

<X and Y profiles at entrance of CsI calorimeter>
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TABLE I: Estimated numbers of background events (BG) in-
side the signal box.

Background source Estimated number of BG
K0

L → π0π0 0.11± 0.09
CC02 0.16± 0.05
CV 0.08± 0.04
CV-η 0.06± 0.02
total 0.41± 0.11

signal box and found no candidates, as shown in Fig. 5.
The number of collected K0

L decays was estimated us-
ing the K0

L → π0π0 decay, based on 1495 reconstructed
events, and was cross-checked by measuring K0

L → 3π0

and K0
L → γγ decays [14]. The 5% discrepancy observed

between these modes was accounted for as an additional
systematic uncertainty. The single event sensitivity for
the K0

L → π0νν̄ branching ratio is given by

S.E.S.(K0
L → π0νν̄) =

1
Acceptance · N(K0

Ldecays)
,

where the acceptance includes the geometrical accep-
tance, the analysis efficiency, and the acceptance loss due
to accidental hits. Using the total acceptance of 0.67%
and the number of K0

L decays of 5.1 × 109, the single
event sensitivity was (2.9 ± 0.3) × 10−8, where the error
includes both statistical and systematic uncertainties.

Since we observed no events inside the signal box, we
set an upper limit for the K0

L → π0νν̄ branching ratio

Br(K0
L → π0νν̄) < 6.7 × 10−8 (90%C.L.) ,

based on the Poisson statistics. In deriving the limit,
the uncertainty of the single event sensitivity was not
taken into consideration. The result improves the previ-
ous limit [4] by a factor 3, and the background level by
an order of magnitude.
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FIG. 5: (color online) Scatter plot of PT vs reconstructed Z
position after imposing all the cuts. The box in the figure
indicates the signal region.
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CC02

CV
π0 produced by halo-n 

reconstructed π0 vertex
(E391a RunⅡ analysis)

signal box

background related beam
•π0 and η production by halo neutron at the 
detectors near the neutral beam.

✦n+A (CC02, CV) → π0(→2γ) or η(→2γ) +X.

•“CC02-π0“
✦Energy leakage of γ in CsI.

•“CV-π0” : π0 + X
•“CV-η”

✦Reconstruction  assuming 
M2γ = Mπ0 (< Mη).

π0 π0

η γ

γn

CC02-π0 CV-π0 CV-η

< 6.80x10-3 < 1.35x10-3 < 2.03x10-3

Requirement value of halo-n /K0
L for KOTO

(halo-n B.G./signal≤0.1)

Halo neutron B.G. is one of the most dangerous and severe...
⇒Small halo-n/K0

L beamline is absolutely imperative!!

The X,Y profiles have sharp edges.
halo-n/K0

L = 0.70±(0.05)x10-3

Event signature
•K0

L→π0νν (π0→2γ + nothing)
✦2γ : To measure energy & position with CsI 
calorimeter.
✦Nothing: To confirm no other particle with high 
efficiency hermetic photon veto counters.

•Well collimated narrow neutral beam.
✦Reconstruct π0 assuming decay on the beam axis.

π0K0
L γ

γ

ν

ν

ⅰ
ⅱⅲ


